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170 j. holbrook “we also want”  I think a term with some measure 
would be helpful.  “we will” has a different focus.  

173 j. holbrook “…this year we want…I ok with some broad goal, but 
measure would help.  we will evaluate . .  can show 
something to measure.  

205 j. holbrook Have the dismissal standards defined here been 
vetted by the academic senate?  

246 j. holbrook typos  

277-284 j. holbrook This section shows why the term “wanted” in the first 
bullets needs to be measured more reliably.  A list of 
those things that were completed would make this 
section stronger.  It appears that the answer in this 
section is that we did not meet any goals.  We did 
meet and define what are / were the problems.  

309 j. holbrook Those “efforts” defined would help  

381 j. holbrook GOR should be divided into GOR pass vs GOR not 
pass.  Just listing the current GOR, which is any 
grade, does little to help me know what is going on  

424 j. holbrook What is this period of time  

789 j. holbrook Hard to evaluate ? – money helping support other 
budgets / allocations.    

795 j. holbrook Hard to evaluate how many computers you might 
need.    

805 j. holbrook List those needs you are exploring.  You do not have 
to do this in this plan, but some focus like PPR would 
be helpful.  There are many examples in the overall 
document where counseling is exploring.  I think this 
is good.  Fixing issues is always helpful.  

977 j. holbrook Hard to evaluate or comment on ?  

992 j. holbrook Where is this plan and how is it vetted?  

1108 j. holbrook ?  

1114 j. holbrook ?  

1192  j. holbrook typo  
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overall j. holbrook Thanks for the efforts in putting this together.  
Reviewing a document with missing materials is 
difficult.   

170  & 173 d.allen-hoyt 
Agree with jim  

279-284 d.allen-hoyt The questions asked what adjustment were made to 
the orientation process. I do not see an answer to the 
question in what has been written. As it reads it 
appears as tho no adjustment were made based on 
the 2014-2015 outcomes as state in the prior program 
plan/  

287 d.allen-hoyt Would be helpful to state (give %) how much of an 
increase this was from 13-14  

370-376 d.allen-hoyt It is unclear based on what is written what adjustments 
were made to our assessment for placement process 
and/or procedures based on outcome from our 14-15 
plan. As it reads it appears as tho no adjustment were 
made  

803-807 d.allen-hoyt Question not answered – Yes or no and if yes, what 
adjustments were made to the counseling services 
process and/or procedures840 from the 14-15 plan  

840 d.allen-hoyt Need to be clear about what steps we are taking. It 
sounds as tho we are just planning and not doing.  

990-995 d.allen-hoyt Same comment as prior- questions is not answered. 
Yes or no – if yes what adjustments have been made? 
and what is the continued plan (need some specifics 
here)  

    

    

    

 


